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With this punch, he directly used 90% of his strength. Once he was hit, even
if Lin Ziming was a top 5s-level superpower, he would have to drink hate!
If you don’t make a move, it’s a big deal.
For such a Chinese master with unlimited potential, he naturally wanted to
kill with all his strength.
Lin Ziming indeed entered a state of enlightenment in that instant, and his
mental power grew rapidly. It was a mysterious and mysterious realm that
was incomparably wonderful.
This was his first epiphany after he stepped into the innate realm and
Dzogchen. At that moment, he really felt that he had returned to more than a
hundred years ago. At that time, he was exposed to the breath of that era and
the nation. Struggle and struggle.
This is something he has never experienced before.
Even his nose is a little sour, sad and angry for the arrival of that era.
It’s a pity that the foreign leader’s reaction was extremely fast, and he was
not given enough time to attack him immediately.
Generally speaking, people who enter the epiphany are indeed very engaged,
and it is difficult to dodge in the face of a sneak attack by a master of the
same level.
But for Lin Ziming, it was okay. He caught it mentally almost when the
foreign leader started killing him. He immediately opened his eyes and
awakened from a state of epiphany.
Looking at the foreigner leader.
And at this moment, the foreign leader’s original smooth and fast
movements stopped abruptly, and in an instant, he actually had a kind of
indescribable heart palpitations.
For him, this is a very unbelievable thing. You must know that when he
reaches his realm, his mentality is extremely tenacious. Unless it is the
coercion of the legendary master of the gods, it will cause cracks in their
minds.
But at that moment, a look in Lin Ziming’s eyes actually caused him
palpitations.
Fortunately, he is always a 5s-level decision-making ability, and he has
grown up in battle all his life. In a very short period of time, there is no
one-tenth of a second before he returns to normal, so he does not seem to
have any lag. .
However, only this one-tenth of a second was enough for Lin Ziming.
Lin Ziming made the most timely response to this punch from the foreign
leader in an instant. He stepped back half a step, leaning back, and at a
tricky angle, he just escaped the foreign leader’s. fist.
At the same time, he also fought back against foreign leaders.
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The foreign leader was originally inevitable for this sneak attack, but he did
not expect that Lin Ziming would hide him and fight him back. This fighting
technique was too subtle, and he had to deal with it. .
With this response, his sneak attack has already failed.
Bang bang bang bang…
They had already fought ten punches in just one second, and the speed could
be described as fast to the extreme, and from their center, a powerful wave
of air exploded and swept all around.
“Foreigner, you have violated the rules. As the law enforcer of China, I am
obligated to capture you.” Lin Ziming said lightly, and the movements on
his hands became more swift and violent.
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